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Welcome
Thank you from Arrakis Systems inc.
Thank you for purchasing this product by Arrakis Systems inc. Our company has provided professional audio equipment to the broadcast, commercial audio, and consumer audio markets
for more than 35 years. Our products are sold worldwide and are well known for leading edge
technology, quality, and reliability.

How to contact Arrakis Systems
Arrakis Systems inc. is located at

Arrakis Systems inc
6604 Powell Street
Loveland, Colorado
80538

Business Hours:

8:00am - 4:30pm mountain time

Contact:

970-461-0730
970-663-1010
support@arrakis-systems.com
consolesupport@arrakis-systems.com
arrakis-systems.com

Voice:
Fax:
email:
web:

Having difficulty contacting Arrakis?
Refer to the website (www.arrakis-systems.com)
for current contact information
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Simple-IP at a Glance
Simple-IP...
• Distributes audio over standard PC networks (AoIP), Replaces audio wiring in the facility.
• Is ideal for Broadcast, Recording, Commercial sound, Public address, and other audio applications
• Uses the world standard Audinate DANTE protocol (> 300 manufacturers and 750 compatible products)
• Simple-IP is made by Arrakis Systems, who has been building professional audio products for > 35 years
• Simple-IP and DANTE audio networks support up to 512 x 512 simultaneous audio streams
• Simple-IP and DANTE can be run on a stand alone network or on your business network with other traffic
• Comes in 2 models: professional balanced +4dBu analog and AES3 balanced, transformer isolated digital
• Each model has 8 mono (4 stereo) inputs and 8 mono (4 stereo) outputs
• Each model is only $999 list price (a price breakthru for AoIP and competes with the cost of wire/labor)
• The Simple-IP network uses standard, inexpensive, off-the-shelf Ethernet Switches (no custom required)
• Typical latency (delay) is from 100 microseconds to 4 milliseconds. Fast enough for live sound.
• Quick and easy to set up the network with free DANTE Controller software. Set up once and turn the PC off.
• To change your audio assignments just reopen DANTE Controller and you are just a few mouse clicks away
• Audio assignments can be changed while live without any audio pops or clicks
• All DANTE devices are auto-recognized on the network and can be renamed with a User friendly name
• Use the ‘DANTE Virtual Soundcard’ (~$30) to put your Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) on the network
• ‘DANTE Virtual Soundcard’ supports BOTH Windows and MAC PCs
• Ethernet audio means no worries about RF interference, cable crosstalk, or ground loops
• Simple-IP and DANTE supports both unicast and multicast data to minimize network traffic
• Simple-IP and DANTE supports AES67 to talk with other compatible AES67 networks
• Simple-IP-8 supports dual redundant auto-switching ethernet networks for total backup
• 1 Rack unit (1 RU) cabinet for Simple-IP-8
• 100-240VAC international rated, external power supply for Simple-IP-8
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About Simple-IP
AES-67
compliant

Markets
Broadcast
Recording

Audio Distribution over your PC Network

Commercial Installed Sound
Public Address
House of Worship

Simple-IP is a one rack unit AoIP box with 8 mono inputs
and 8 outputs (or 4 by 4 stereo pairs). Available in 2
models: analog & AES digital. Uses standard off the
shelf ethernet ‘switches’ for connectivity. And uses the
world standard DANTE ethernet AoIP protocol. Connect
to products from more than 300 manufacturers. From
mics to speakers to mixers.

Using the world standard DANTE ethernet audio protocol, Arrakis has built the first cost effective ethernet
audio networking solution for the average radio broadcaster and professional AV installer. It replaces the
multipair cables that distribute audio around your facility with a single CAT5e ethernet cable. With its AES-67
interface, Simple-IP can even send and receive streams from other non-DANTE AoIP networks.
The base Simple-IP product, with 4 stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs (analog & digital models), is the
perfect size for the average room. Put one in each room and one or more in your central equipment room,
then run CAT5e ethernet cable and your audio routing is DONE! Need more ins/outs now or later? Just add
another box in the room without adding any new wiring. Need to change what audio is connected to where? No
more rewiring needed. Just a few mouse clicks on the easy to use ‘DANTE Controller’ software and you are
done.

For Radio applications, Simple-IP’s RJ45 connectors
are plug & play with all Arrakis ARC and
MARC series analog consoles
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About DANTE
Based on industry standards, Audinate created Dante, an uncompressed, multi-channel digital media networking technology, with near-zero latency and synchronization. Dante is the preferred audio networking solution
that has been adopted by more pro-audio AV manufacturers than any other networking technology.
Interoperability is not a dream of the future, but a reality today. Over 750 Dante-enabled products are available from the world’s leading manufacturers, enabling you to mix devices from multiple manufacturers.
Economical and Versatile
One cable does it all. Dante does away with heavy, expensive analog or multicore cabling, replacing it with lowcost, easily-available CAT5e, CAT6, or fiber optic cable for a simple, lightweight, and economical solution. Dante
integrates media and control for your entire system over a single, standard IP network.
Dante systems can easily scale from a simple pairing of a console to a computer, to large capacity networks
running thousands of audio channels. Because Dante uses logical routes instead of physical point-to-point connections, the network can be expanded and reconfigured at any time with just a few mouse clicks.
Outstanding Quality
Since audio is transmitted digitally, you don’t have to worry about the common analogue challenges of interference from other electrical equipment, crosstalk between cables, or signal degradation over long cable runs.
Easy To Install
Setting up Dante networks couldn’t be easier. You no longer have to shudder when considering the deployment
of an audio network. Even the most complex networks can be set up and configured quickly and easily with
Dante, making system integration simple. Dante automatically handles the technical complexities for you.
Signal routing and system configuration with Dante is fast, simple, and incredibly flexible. Dante Controller is a
powerful software application that manages devices on the network. Setting up a Dante network is typically
just a matter of plugging devices into an Ethernet switch and connecting a computer to the network. All Dante
devices are automatically discovered and displayed in Dante Controller, so you can be up and running in seconds.
Easy to Use
With Dante Controller you can easily edit device names and channel labels, control sample rates, and set
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About DANTE
device latencies. There is no longer any need to remember device IDs or channel numbers. Instead, a single
audio channel is referred to just like an email address: “leadVocal @ StageBoxSL or ”chairmans_mic @
conferenceroomA”. Set it and forget it. Once the network is configured, the computer running Dante Controller
can be removed from the network, and reconnected only if changes are required or system monitoring is desired.
Signal routing and other system settings are stored safely in the Dante devices themselves, so they are automatically restored if a device is power-cycled.
Network Health and Management
Real-time information about the health of your network is essential for a proper understanding of its performance. Audinate has developed a rich suite of diagnostic tools within Dante Controller, providing visibility into the
network health status through features such as device latency monitoring, active clock health monitoring, packet
error reporting, and bandwidth usage statistics.
Glitch-Free Redundancy
Many Dante-enabled devices support ‘glitch–free’ redundancy, enabling a secondary physical network to be provided, duplicating the audio traffic on the primary network. This automatically prevents any audio loss or interruption in the event of a connectivity problem on the primary network.
Unicast or Multicast
Dante audio channels can be configured as unicast or multicast as appropriate, to make best use of available
bandwidth. Unicast provides a direct point-to-point stream for unique channels; multicast sends an audio stream
to multiple devices simultaneously.
Fully Integrated with Windows and Mac OS X
With Dante Virtual Soundcard, your computer becomes a Dante audio interface for multitrack recording and
media playback, using the computer’s existing Ethernet port — no additional hardware is required. Digital Audio
Workstations, software-based media players, Skype, iTunes, Pandora, Spotify and other applications are easily
integrated into your network via Dante Virtual Soundcard.
Dante is easy to integrate, easy to install, and easy to use.
Dante supports AES-67 !!!!!!!
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Network Setup
Dante Controller Software
Dante Controller software is used to set up Simple-IP on yur network. You can set up the audio paths and
network configuration with the software and then turn it off. The setup is saved to the Dante devices.
Dante Controller is a free software application that enables you to route audio and configure devices on a
Dante network. With automatic device discovery, one-click signal routing and user-editable device and
channel labels, setting up a Dante network couldn’t be easier.
Dante Controller is much more than just a configuration and routing matrix. Dante Controller provides
essential device status information and powerful real-time network monitoring, including device-level
latency and clock stability stats, multicast bandwidth usage, and customized event logging, enabling you to
quickly identify and resolve any potential network issues. You can also quickly and easily backup, restore,
move, and reuse Dante network configurations using Presets, and edit Dante routing configurations offline.
Dante Controller is available for Windows and Mac OS X. (OS X 10.11 , El Capitan)
Features
• View all Dante-enabled audio devices and their channels on the network
• View and edit device clock and network settings
• Route audio between devices, and view the state of existing audio routes
• Rename devices and channels using your own friendly names
• Customize the receive latency (latency before playout)
• Save and reapply audio routing presets
• Edit presets offline, and apply as configurations for new network
deployments
• Change sample rates and clock settings
• View multicast bandwidth across the network
• View transmit and receive bandwidth for each device
• View device performance information, including latency stats,
clock stability stats and packet errors
• View comprehensive, configurable event logs

DANTE Controller software

Download at:
https://www.audinate.com/products/software/dante-controller
Important !!!: DANTE Controller software supports AES-67
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Ethernet Hardware
Ethernet Cabling
While Simple-IP and Dante will operate on 100Mbit networks, a Gigabit network is recommended. Cable
types should be either: (1) CAT5e, or (2) CAT6.
Both shielded and unshielded cables are suitable but shielded cables may be more appropriate depending
on your RF environment.
Standard maximum cable length between devices is 100 meters.
Wireless (WiFi) networking is not recommended.
Wide Area Networks are not supported by DANTE at this time.

Network Switches
Networked audio with Simple-IP and DANTE is not difficult at all. A DANTE network requires at least one
ethernet switch. Each DANTE device is connected to the switch via an ethernet cable. In larger installations
multiple switches will be used. While off-the-shelf switches are used with DANTE networks, the choice of
switch can be important. Unmanaged ethernet switches will function well in some network configurations,
However, DANTE recommends the use of ‘managed’ ethernet switches for maximum reliability.
Some example switches are:
Cisco SG200 series
Cisco SG300 series
Netgear GS700T series
MANAGED SWITCH DSCP VALUES (refer to the switch manual for setup instructions)
DSCP Value
CS7
EF
CS1
Best Effort

Priority
High
Medium
Low
None
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The Network
A Multi-use or a Dedicated Network ?
Simple-IP and DANTE devices can be placed on an ethernet network that includes other PCs and network
traffic, such as your business network. For casual audio transport this is perfectly acceptable. For mission
critical audio transport a separate, audio only, network is recommended.

Connecting your Simple-IP Audio Network
With the power off on your PC, connect an ethernet port on your computer to a port on your ethernet
switch with a CAT5e or CAT6 cable.
Connect the ethernet port on the rear of the Simple-IP units to the switch by a CAT5e or CAT6 cable.
Power up your components in the following order:
1) Ethernet switch
2) All Simple-IP devices on the network (they take ~30 seconds to pass audio)
3) The PC with the Audinate DANTE Controller software.
Open DANTE Controller on your connected PC. DANTE Controller will automatically recognize all DANTE compatible devices on your network. Refer to the controller software help to set up your system.

Connecting to other AoIP ‘AES-67' Compatible Networks
Simple-IP and DANTE support connecting to non-DANTE AoIP networks via the AES-67 standard. The DANTE
Controller set up software will allow you to set and name a fixed IP network path to connect to another AES67 compatible network. This powerful feature allows you to add Simple-IP to almost any AoIP network in the
field today.
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Connecting Audio PCs
Dante Virtual Soundcard
PC, Mac: Meet Dante
Dante Virtual Soundcard turns your computer into a Dante-powered
workstation, seamlessly integrating your PC or Mac with Dante
audio devices on your network. Instantly connect to record, process
and playout using any audio application and any combination of
Dante-enabled devices.
Dante Virtual Soundcard uses the Ethernet port you already
have—no snakes, no converters, no special cables and connectors*, no external devices—none of that.
• Record up to 64 channels of pristine audio from your Dante network using your favorite DAW such as ProTools, Logic, Cubase or
others
• Playout audio from any application like iTunes for background music, theater sound, and effects
Presentations and Conferences
Amplify your message with high quality audio that everyone can hear, using the network and Dante-enabled sound equipment that is
already in place.
• Share VoIP calls from Skype with your entire audience
• Play sound from any application to enhance demonstrations and videos
• Send rich, powerful audio from your PowerPoint or Keynote slides to any Dante-enabled sound system
Multichannel Powerhouse
Dante Virtual Soundcard gives you as many channels of audio as you need. Playing out background music from iTunes? Two is
enough. Recording a huge live production? Capture up to 64 channels while streaming stereo mixdowns at the same time.
• Route audio to different destinations and devices with any number of channels, including splits
• 64 channels of uncompresed, bidirectional audio means no-compromise multi-track recording
• Virtual Sound Check up to 64 channels of playout for live shows
No Compromise Performance
Dante Virtual Soundcard delivers the legendary audio quality that has made Dante the leading choice for audio networking by sound
engineers, manufacturers and installers the world over.
• Windows: ASIO and WDM drivers
• Mac OS X: Core Audio integration
• 16, 24 and 32-bit audio at 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4** and 192** kHz
• 4ms, 6ms and 10ms fixed latencies
• Ultra precision time alignment (1 µsec)
• Up to 64x64 bidirectional audio channels

An unlimited license for one computer is
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Simple-IP Installation
SIMPLE-IP-8A 8 in by 8 out Analog (4 by 4 stereo)

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

AES-67
compliant

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

RJ45 Wiring Diagram
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arrakis has
premade cables
for RJ45 to XLR
XLRs

Wire Color
Audio
White w/Orange Stripe
Orange
White w/Green Stripe
Blue
White w/Blue Stripe
Green
White w/Brown Stripe
Brown

Left (+)
Left (-)
Right (+)
Ground
not used
Right (-)
not used
not used

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

RJ45

EIA/TIA 568B WIRING STANDARD COLORS

Arrakis uses the industry standard RJ45 analog balanced connection wiring

All audio input and output connections are active balanced at +4dBu.

Power Supply
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module: 3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D
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Simple-IP Installation
SIMPLE-IP-8D 8 in by 8 out Digital (4 by 4 stereo)
AES-67
compliant

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

All digital inputs and outputs are AES3 balanced and transformer isolated.

XLR Wiring Diagram

Note
The Simple-IP-8D does not have sample rate converters. Whatever
sample rate is received at a digital input will be the sample rate
sent out an assigned digital output.

132
PIN
Audio
1
Ground
2
+ In-out
3
- In-out

Power Supply
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module: 3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D
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Simple-IP Specifications
SIMPLE-IP-8A

SIMPLE-IP-8D

Analog Line Inputs
Number
Connectors
Frequency Respose
THD+N
Dynamic Range
Max input
S/N
Crosstalk
Converter DR

8 mono (or 4 stereo pairs)
RJ45 (2 balanced mono)
20-20kHz +(-) 0.0dB
0.005% at +18dBu
-100dB below +24dBu output
+24dBu
-80dB below +4dBu input
-100dB (1kHz), -90dB (20kHz)
-114dB (24 bit)

Digital Inputs
Number
Connectors
Sample rates
Clock

8 mono, (4 stereo)
XLR (qty 4)
32/44.1/48/96/192kHz
DANTE network clock

Digital Outputs
Number
Connectors
Sample rates
Clock

8 mono, (4 stereo)
XLR (qty 4)
32/44.1/48/96/192kHz
DANTE network clock

Analog Line Outputs
Number
Connectors
Frequency Response
THD+N
Dynamic Range
Converter DR
Max out
S/N
Crosstalk

8 mono (or 4 stereo pairs)
RJ45 (2 balanced mono)
20-20kHz +(-) 0.0dB
0.005% at +18dBu
100dB below +24dBu output
114dB (24 bit)
+24dBu
-80dB below +4dBu output
-100dB (1kHz), -90dB (20kHz)

Note
The Simple-IP-8D does not have sample rate converters.
Whatever sample rate is received at a digital input will be
the sample rate sent out an assigned digital output.

Loop thru Performance (Line in to line out)
Dynamic Range
97dB below +24dBu output
THD+N
0.010% at +18dBu
Frequency Response
20-20kHz +(-) 0.1dB
Gain in-out
-0.3dB
Digital
Sample rate: 48kHz
Notes
1) All test results are typical
2) All filtered tests are A-weighted
3) Codec is the high performance, balanced Cirrus Logic CS4272

Power Supply (both models)
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module
3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D

AES-67 compliant
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Safety
1. Read All Instructions. All safety and operating

the type of power supplied to your facility,

16. A Product and Cart Combination should be

instructions must be read before operating the

consult your local power company.

moved with care. Quick stops, excessive force,

product.

10. Grounding and Polarization. This product is

and uneven surfaces may cause the product and

2. Retain All Instructions. All safety and

equipped with a polarized AC plug with integral

the cart combination to overturn.

operating instructions must be retained for

safety ground pin. Do not defeat the safety

17. Servicing. Refer all servicing to qualified

future reference.

ground in any manner.

servicing personnel.

3. Heed All Warnings. All warnings on the

11. Power Cord Protection. Power supply cords

18. Damage Requiring Service. Unplug this

product and those listed in the operating

must be routed so that they are not likely to be

product from the wall AC outlet and refer

instructions must be adhered to.

walked on nor pinched by items placed upon

servicing to qualified service personnel under

4. Follow All Instructions. All operating and

or against them. Pay particular attention to the

the following conditions:

product usage instructions must be followed.

cords at AC wall plugs and convenience

a. When the AC cord or plug is damaged.

5. Heat. This product must be situated away from

receptacles, and at the point where the cord

b. If liquid has been spilled or objects have

any heat sources such as radiators, heat

plugs into the product.

fallen into the product.

registers, stoves, or other products (including

12. Lightning. For added protection for this

c. If the product has been exposed to rain or

power amplifiers) that produce heat.

product during a lightning storm, or when it is

water.

6. Ventilation. Slots and openings in the product

left unattended and unused for long periods of

d. If the product does not operate normally

are provided for ventilation. They ensure reliable

time, unplug it from the AC wall outlet. This will

(following operating instructions).

operation of the product, keeping it from

prevent damage to the product due to

e. If the product has been dropped or

overheating. These openings must not be

lightning and power line surges.

damaged in any way.

blocked nor covered during operation. This

13. Overloading. Do not overload AC wall outlets,

f. When the product exhibits a distinct change

product should not be placed into a rack unless

extension cords, or integral convenience outlets

in performance. This indicates a need for

proper ventilation is provided through

as this can result in a fire or electric shock hazard. service.

following the manufacturer’s recommended

14. Object and Liquid Entry. Never push objects

19. Replacement Parts. When replacement parts

installation procedures.

of any kind into this product through openings

are required, be sure the service technician has

7. Water and Moisture. Do not use this product

as they may touch dangerous voltage points

used replacement parts specified by the

near water—for example; near a bath tub, wash

or short-out parts that could result in a fire or

manufacturer or that have the same

bowl, kitchen sink or laundry tub; in a wet

electric shock. Never spill liquid of any kind on

characteristics as the original parts. Unauthorized

basement; or near a swimming pool or the like.

the product.

substitutions may result in fire, electric shock, or

8. Attachments. Do not use any attachments not

15. Accessories. Do not place this product on an

other hazards.

recommended by the product manufacturer

unstable cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table. The

20. Safety Check. Upon completion of any repairs

as they may cause hazards.

product may fall, causing serious damage to a

to this product, ask the service technician to

9. Power Sources. This product must be

child or adult, and serious damage to the

perform safety checks to determine that the

operated from the type of power source

product. Any mounting of the product needs

product is in proper operating condition.

indicated on the marking label and in the

to follow manufacturer’s installation

21. Cleaning. Do not use liquid cleaners or aerosol

installation instructions. If you are not sure of

instructions.

cleaners. Use only a damp cloth for cleaning.
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Warning

C AU T I O N
RISK OF
ELECTRIC SHOCK
DO NOT OPEN
WARNING: SHOCK HAZARD - DO NOT OPEN
AVIS: RISQUE DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE - NE PAS OUVRIR

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DO NOT
REMOVE ANY COVER OR PANEL. NO USER SERVICEABLE PARTS
INSIDE. REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.

WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK,
DO NOT EXPOSE THE CONSOLE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.
The Exclamation Point symbol, within an equilateral
triangle, alerts the user to the presence of important
operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in
product literature and instruction manuals.

The Lightning Flash With Arrowhead symbol, within an
equilateral triangle, alerts the user to the presence of
uninsulated dangerous voltage within the product’s
enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute
a risk of electric shock.

WARNING— This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy. If not
installed and used in accordance with the instructions in this manual it may cause interference to
radio communications. It has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A computing
device (pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 FCC Rules), which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such interference when operated in a commercial environment. Operation of this
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause interference, in which case the user, at his own
expense, will be required to take whatever measures may be required to correct the interference.
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Simple-IP Warranty
This product carries a 1 year manufacturer‘s warranty subject to the following guidelines and limitations:
A)
Except as expressly excluded herein, Arrakis Systems inc. (“Seller”) warrants equipment of its own manufacture against faulty workmanship or the use of defective materials for a period of one (1) year from date of
shipment to Buyer. The liability of the Seller under this Warranty is limited to replacing, repairing or issuing credit
(at the Seller’s discretion) for any equipment, provided that Seller is promptly notified in writing within five (5)
days upon discovery of such defects by Buyer, and Seller‘s examination of such equipment shall disclose to its
satisfaction that such defects existed at the time shipment was originally made by Seller, and Buyer returns the
defective equipment to Seller’s place of business in Loveland, Colorado, packaging and transportation prepaid,
with return packaging and transport guaranteed.
B)
Equipment furnished by Seller, but manufactured by another, shall be warranted only to the extent provided by the other manufacturer.
C)

Thermal filament devices (such as lamps and fuses) are expressly excluded from this warranty.

D)
The warranty period on equipment or parts repaired or replaced under warranty shall expire upon the
expiration date of the original warranty.
E)
This Warranty is void for equipment which has been subject to abuse, improper installation, improper
operation, improper or omitted maintenance, alteration, accident, negligence (in use, storage, transportation or
handling), operation not in accordance with Seller‘s operation and service instructions, or operation outside of
the environmental conditions specified by Seller.
F)
This Warranty is the only warranty made by Seller, and is in lieu of all other warranties, including merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, whether expressed or implied, except as to title and to the
expressed specifications contained in this manual. Seller’s sole liability for any equipment failure or any breach
of this Warranty is as set forth in subparagraph A) above; Seller shall not be liable or responsible for any business loss or interruption, or other consequential damages of any nature whatsoever, resulting from any equipment failure or breach of this warranty.
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Arrakis Systems inc.
6604 Powell Street
Loveland, Colorado
80538
Voice 970.461.0730
Fax 970.663.1010

Sales email: sales@arrakis-systems.com
Support email: support@arrakis-systems.com
consolesupport@arrakis-systems.com
website: www.arrakis-systems.com

all features and specifications are subject to change without notice

